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ABSTRACT
Current user interface builders provide only low-level assistance, because they have knowledge of neither the application, nor the principles by which interface elements are combined effectively. We have developed a framework that unifies the knowledge components essential for effective user interface presentation design. The framework consists of an application model (both a data model and a control model), a design process model that supports top-down iterative development, and graphic design knowledge that is used both to place dialog box elements such that their application dependent logical relationships are visually reinforced and to control design symmetry and balance. To demonstrate the framework’s viability, we have constructed a tool based on encapsulated design knowledge that establishes high-level style preferences and provides expert assistance for the dialog box presentation design and menu structuring.
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1. THE DESIGN PROCESS
Every interactive computer application must have a user interface (UI) to mediate between users and application functions. UI builders [3, 5, 15, 22, 23] help designers by providing components, such as menus, dialog boxes, radio buttons and scroll bars, to put together user interfaces quickly and easily. However, they do not provide intelligent assistance for generating a presentation design. They facilitate the presentation design activities at too low a level; a designer still must follow written guidelines [1, 18, 21] and graphics principles [4, 9, 10, 16] to create a good design. Interpreting the guidelines unambiguously and applying generic principles to a particular design problem is itself a major challenge. Thus, such tools may simply allow a designer to assemble a poor UI quickly.

Our objective is to integrate expert assistance into the UI design process. The essential ingredient of expert assistance is knowledge. We have thus extended the knowledge base model of User Interface Design Environment (UIDE) [7, 8, 20] to encapsulate elements, relationships, and principles of design knowledge related to the organization and presentation of menus and dialog boxes. This extended knowledge base model [12, 13, 14] consists of (1) a conceptual design representation which is a high-level description of an application; (2) style knowledge, which provides default style attributes of interface widgets; (3) organization structures, which define the logical groupings of application commands and parameters; and (4) a presentation design representation, which represents the interface object type (what interface object to use), the style selection (how the object looks), and the layout decisions (where objects are placed). The integrated knowledge base model provides a framework in which a set of reusable design rules automates various steps of the UI design process.

Based on this knowledge base framework, we have developed a UI presentation design tool called DON [12, 13]. The tool has two stages. An organization manager uses a top-down design methodology to assist designers in organizing the information, and selecting appropriate interface objects and their associated attributes. A presentation manager lays out selected interface objects in a dialog box or selected menu items, in a meaningful, logical, and consistent manner.

A difficult challenge is to accommodate user preferences and design goals in the design process. Because it is unrealistic to automate completely the UI design process, we have modeled the process and have broken it down into stages corresponding to the logical steps a designer takes. With DON, a designer specifies high-level preferences, such as acceptable range of dialog sizes or consistent margins and spacing, and each design stage automatically accommodates the preferences. The designer can view the intermediate results of each design stage and can modify them interactively, or can repeat a stage with modified preferences.

Support of Organization
The design process starts with the conceptual design
specification of an application. This representation of application entities and semantic relationships is used to aid the designer in determining the classifications and logical groupings of the application information to be presented to end users.

The organization manager (OM), shown in Figure 1, implements the first step of the design process and embodies two main sets of rules: (1) *organization rules* that analyze the high-level conceptual design representation and design *organization preferences* to allocate commands to menus, and attributes and command parameters to dialog boxes; (2) *selection rules* that select the interface object types and their attributes. Various existing systems [2, 6, 26] demonstrate the feasibility of rule-based, automatic mapping of application descriptions to interface object representations. The logical relationships of application commands and parameters are represented explicitly in the organization structure, which provides the basis for feedback at the organization level and for interactive modification of automated decisions. The OM allows the designer to specify high-level preferences and to modify interactively interface object type mappings stored in the organization structure. The designer can iterate through the organization process until the content organization and interaction object mappings are complete and satisfactory.

**Support of Presentation Design**

The OM paves the way for the presentation manager (PM), also shown in Figure 1, to complete the presentation design. Four aspects of the PM are important: (1) it automates the actual layout of menus and dialog boxes; (2) graphic design principles are embedded in the *layout rules*, which automate the layout process; (3) designer-specified *layout preferences* provide effective means to control the presentation design details; and (4) the *evaluation metrics* provide the comparative criteria that the designer can use as a guideline to evaluate and constrain design alternatives. The PM supports iterative menu structuring. For dialog box design, a combination of iterative and generate-and-evaluate methods is supported.

In the following sections, we discuss the strategies for providing high-level design control and expert assistance for dialog box presentation design.

2. **AUTOMATIC DIALOG BOX LAYOUT**

Success in design of forms, including dialog boxes, involves analyzing the conceptual content, designing the graphic appearance, and evaluating the form. The major goals of dialog box layout is to reinforce visually the logical relationships among items, to use space efficiently, and to generate aesthetically pleasing designs.

The layout algorithm assumes a *dialog box tree*. This tree is generated automatically by the organization rules. A dialog box tree defines the logical organization structure of the widgets that have been assigned to each dialog box. *Leaf* nodes of a dialog box tree represent the contents and labels of selected interaction objects. Initially, the bound (extent) of all leaf nodes of a dialog box is obtained. The logical *group* nodes' bounds are unknown until the layout process is complete.

The layout algorithm works with the tree of bounds, as shown in Figure 2. The strategy is to organize the bounds (extents of selected interaction objects) recursively from the leaf nodes (shown in white) up to the *root* of the dialog box tree. The bottom-up layout strategy systematically reduces the complex layout problem into many smaller layout problems for each unknown group node in similar fashion to hierarchical composition of graph [17] and tree layout algorithms [25]. Figure 2 illustrates a possible solution based on the bottom-up layout strategy, where unknown subgroup node bounds and

![Figure 2 Illustration of the layout process, working with a tree structure of bounds.](image-url)
locations are determined recursively until the shape and size of the root node are determined.

All the known bounds of a subgroup node are put into a pool of bounds to be laid out. Two bounds are selected, their arrangement is determined by a shape and size analysis (discussed in the following section), and the resulting group node consisting of two laid out bounds is thrown back into the pool as a single bound, with a remainder area that is maintained for possible use. This process is repeated for each unknown group node until all the bounds in the pool are exhausted. An important advantage of laying out two items at a time is that it ensures consistent alignments and gaps between items. Since the bottom-up layout is based on a logical tree structure, logically related items are arranged in close proximity, which partly ensures visual reinforcement of the logical structure.

Analysis of Shape and Size
Shape and size analysis is the central component of the layout algorithm that determines the alignment, orientation, and placement of selected pairs of bounds. The shape and size analysis is used to analyze the placement of a label with respect to its content. It is also used to categorize shapes of bounds and to formulate visual groupings based on similar shapes.

The decision tree for shape and size comparison for the two rectangular bounds is shown in Figure 3. The top level of the decision tree compares the similarity of the widths and heights of two bounds. The lower level of the decision tree compares the maximum widths and heights as the criteria to determine the orientation, alignment, and placement of the two selected bounds.

A designer can modify the similarity size ratio that is used by criteria for the shape and size comparison to determine similarity of items' lengths and widths. The default is set at 0.618, a value is derived from the golden proportion [4, 10, 16]. This option gives the designer additional fine control of the layout algorithm.

High-Level Analysis
To increase the efficiency of the algorithm and to handle special cases appropriately, DON incorporates a high-level analysis that examines many bounds at once, in contrast to the basic pair-wise comparison. The layout algorithm uses the high-level analysis to identify overflow situations, simple cases where the number of items is small, visual groupings based on similar shapes and sizes, and to assess appropriateness of a column-based design. DON handles these cases before applying the full layout algorithm.

When the area required for all the widgets exceeds the specified dialog box size, overflow solutions [12] are employed. For example, (1) the sizes of certain interaction objects can be reduced to the acceptable minimum, (2) the interaction object type can be changed to one that requires less space, and (3) margins and spacing can be tightened.

When the area required for all the widgets is less than the minimum dialog box size, DON suggests an increase in that minimum size, which results in a design with extra white space. The range of heights and widths for dialog boxes, as well as of limits on the size ratios, can be specified as style preferences.

With DON, the designer can explicitly specify and explore various alternative column-based styles, as shown in Figure 4. This feature allows the designer at all times to constrain layout structures to column-based arrangements of labels and dialog box contents, as suggested in the OPEN LOOK Application Style Guidelines [21]. The bottom two designs in Figure 4 are of the same dialog box representation. When a particular design is chosen—the lower-right design in this case—its
design representation is mapped into the OPEN LOOK GUI components shown on the lower left.

DON also may recommend a column-based layout based on analysis (using rules such as the following) of the number of horizontally and vertically shaped contents, even if a designer has not explicitly requested such consideration:

If the number of horizontal shapes are greater than the sum of none-horizontal shapes, then suggest column-based layout.

At each group node of a dialog box tree, the bounds are analyzed for possible grouping based on similar shapes and sizes. Figure 5 illustrates how the visual groupings are formed based on similar shapes. The row or column arrangements for a similar shape group are determined based on the shapes. When the majority of similar bounds is horizontally shaped, then a vertical column arrangement is recommended. When the majority is vertically shaped, then a horizontal row arrangement is recommended. In the interactive design mode, these automated decisions and recommendations can be overridden.

DON allows the designer to influence the overall organizational constraints on items by specifying:
- That the organization be column-based
- That a label location be used consistently (usually accompanies column-based design)
- That a specified visual balance tendency be used (top-heavy, bottom-heavy, left-heavy, or right-heavy)

These organizational preferences provide higher level constraints on the layout of all the items within a dialog box.

Iterative Design Method
An iterative design method, where alternative designs can be prototyped, implemented, refined rapidly and easily is advocated for developing good user interfaces. The iterative design cycle comprises these steps: (1) a designer specifies the layout constraints, (2) the system generates automatically a single design based on layout constraints, and (3) the system displays an outline of the layout structure and evaluation results. This cycle is short because only the outline (bordering bounds) of the layout structure is generated, and evaluation is based on this outline.

The high-level style customization capability combined with an iterative design strategy provides an easy to use tool that allows a designer to explore alternative designs quickly, without worrying about fine details. The functional user UI code is generated only when a designer is satisfied with the layout structure.

3. CUSTOMIZATION OF USER INTERFACE STYLE
DON provides an explicit method for specifying the layout constraints for each dialog box design instance. The layout rules achieve automatically the detail layout constraints specified. Consistency is realized when same layout constraints are applied for all dialog boxes; the framework makes it possible to set certain specifications global to all the dialog box instances. If the designer needs to specify exceptions, specific constraints for each dialog box instance can be overridden.

It is important that a design tool allow the designer to specify the fine detail layout constraints. The designer must have explicit control sufficient to generate a layout that fits the design goals particular to the current application. These layout constraints become input to the layout rules that automatically generate the dialog box designs.

Control of Margins and Spacing
Specification of consistent margins and spacing is tedious and difficult, even with an interactive layout tool. A simpler approach is to allow the designer to provide a high level
specification of margins and spacing that can be applied consistently throughout the design.

Effective use of white space is the key to achieving attractive layouts. Various kinds of white space—such as inner, outer, top, foot margins, gaps separating items, and offsets between contents and labels—are controlled by the layout algorithm. Figure 6 shows the various spacings that a designer can specify.

![Figure 6] Margins and spacing specifications.

**Control of Location and Orientation of OK and Cancel Buttons**

Consistency in screen design is an important design factor that affects the usability of an interface, and thus of the application. A designer may want to force a consistent location of the OK and Cancel buttons in all dialog boxes. The Confirm (OK and Cancel) button group is considered separately based on either specified or analyzed location, alignment, and orientation.

- **Alignment:** (left, center, right, equal-size, none)
- **Orientation:** (above-below, left-right, none)
- **Placement:** (top-left, center-left, bottom-left, top-right, center-right, bottom-right, top-center, center-center, bottom-center, distribute-top, distribute-bottom, distribute-left, distribute-right, none)

![Figure 7] Possible alignment, orientation, and location specifications for the OK and Cancel button group.

Possible options that a designer can specify explicitly to generate consistent Confirm button group location are shown in Figure 7. If preferences are not specified, then the layout rules analyze the overall content size, shape, and remaining space available to determine the location and orientation. The Confirm button group is considered after all content item bounds are laid out. Two general cases are considered: (1) the Confirm button group as a whole in any orientation does not fit in the remainder area (examples shown in Figure 8); (2) the remainder area is large enough to hold the Confirm button group (examples shown in Figure 9).

Figure 8 shows a set of few alternative Confirm button group locations and orientations based on (1) vertically shaped content bound (left column) and (2) horizontally shaped content bound (right column). There are many other possible designs, not shown, with different combinations of location and orientation. Some combinations are rejected by the system because they result in awkward layout, as judged by the built-in evaluation criteria discussed in Section 4. The system defaults to a design A for both shapes considered in the example. The Confirm button group is the last logical item with which user interacts. Thus, the bottom-right location is an appropriate default location [4].

![Figure 8] Determination of location and orientation for the OK and Cancel button group.

If remainder area shape is horizontally shaped,

then suggest H-orientation.

If remainder area shape is vertically shaped

then suggest V-orientation.

![Figure 9] Determination of orientation for the OK and Cancel button group based on the shape of the remainder area.

The two examples in Figure 9 show the system default based on the shape of the remainder area. The horizontal orientation is preferred for the horizontally shaped remainder area; the vertical orientation is preferred for the vertically shaped remainder area.
Encapsulation of Style Knowledge

DON assists a designer in establishing a default style for interface object classes; this default persists, and is reusable for different design instances. This idea is similar to that used in Interaction Transaction Systems [26], which incorporates reusable style knowledge by allowing style experts to write style rules that represent both graphic arts and human factors decisions. The style knowledge consists of hierarchically structured classes of interface objects that take advantage of inheritance of attribute values. The advantages of modeling the style knowledge in this fashion are the following abilities:

- To provide default and ranges of acceptable attribute values to all interaction objects
- To allow a designer to modify defaults to generate customized styles
- To allow a designer to specialize style objects for special purposes
- To allow a designer to package a set of style attribute values

The style knowledge facilitates a designer's control of the presentation style for individual interface objects. For example, during the layout process, the layout rules use the minimum acceptable sizes to reduce the size of the interaction objects when there are too many items to fit into the specified dialog box size.

The designer can bundle together these high-level style preferences and the layout constraints to develop a customized style guide that satisfies the written style guides [1, 18, 21] yet is suited to a particular application using a particular toolkit.

4. THE GENERATE AND EVALUATE STRATEGY

The generate-and-evaluate method of design facilitates exploration by allowing a designer to view many automatically generated dialog box layouts. The designer can not only view multiple layout structures simultaneously, but also obtain various evaluation metrics on specific criteria. The designer can use the metrics to compare many alternative designs. DON further enhances exploration of the design space by combining the advantages of both the iterative design strategy and the generate-and-evaluate strategy. After selecting the generated layout structure from multiple design alternatives, the designer can use an iterative strategy to fine tune the detailed visual attributes.

Evaluation Criteria

A design achieves balance by placing elements of similar weight, but not necessarily precisely the same size, in relationship to one another such that there is weight at the bottom of layout as well as the top, and to the left and right to balance the whole [4]. A significant concept that contributes to balance is that an object located a greater distance away from the center will have a higher visual weight than will a more central item. A similar idea holds for two items placed at opposite ends of a fulcrum: a smaller item placed farther away from the middle is balanced by a bigger item placed closer to the middle.

To simplify the evaluation score calculation, we convert the actual extent of items laid out in a dialog box to 1s, and we convert the white space to 0s. This step is common to several evaluation calculations. The bitmap resolution can be increased for higher accuracy at the cost of computation time, by setting the parameter to the bitmap conversion function.

The formula for left-right balance calculation is as follows (top-bottom balance is computed similarly):

\[
\text{Left-right balance} = \frac{\text{total weight of less heavy side}}{\text{total weight of more heavy side}}
\]

The method of calculating the symmetry of layout is straightforward. We can think of symmetry as folding a layout in half and checking all the matched areas covered by the elements on each side.

Proper use of white space is critical to an attractive layout. Nevertheless, when screen space is constrained, a designer may need to minimize negative space (unused white space). We compute the negative space by calculating the percentage of the white space against the total space available.

The evaluation metrics for a selected dialog box design are shown in Figure 10. From right to left, (1) a designer-specified acceptable range in each evaluation criteria is shown by brackets; (2) a designer-specified weight, which can range from 1 to 9, for each evaluation criteria is shown by the numbers surrounded by asterisks; (3) computed evaluation scores for each criterion are shown in percentages (the higher the number, the greater the balance and symmetry); each score is marked by "X" that satisfies the specified range. The left-right balance score for the example in Figure 10 is 80 percent (the left side is heaver) and the top-bottom balance score is 88 percent (the top is heavier).

DON uses evaluation metrics to constrain the design space and the layout style, and to compare and evaluate alternative designs. The high-level constraints—such as margins, spacing, and the preferred location and orientation of OK and Cancel buttons—are reflected in the generation scheme to enhance designer control in constraining the resulting design.
Figure 10  Evaluation results of a selected dialog box.

Design Browser
The design browser displays alternative designs that are generated automatically, and allows the designer to interact directly with these visual representations. The design browser maintains the design variants, internally, by instantiating instances of a dialog box design schema that stores left-right, top-bottom relations of bounds, exact locations of bounds, and evaluation scores of a design.

Four important aspects of the design browser are shown in Figure 11: (1) multiple layout structures can be viewed and compared, (2) designs that satisfy all the specified evaluation criteria are indicated by a bold boundary, (3) a numerical ranking based on the total evaluation score is displayed next to each visual representation of a dialog box, (4) the designer can select alternative choices to refine a selected design iteratively. DON reports detailed evaluation scores corresponding to a dialog box design when the designer clicks directly on the visual representation.

DON ranks multiple designs based on the total evaluation score, which DON calculated using specified weights for each evaluation criterion. A designer can request a certain number of designs that satisfy the specified criteria. A designer can also modify the weights, and request recalculation of the total score and reranking of multiple designs. This functionality provides an additional method to compare and evaluate multiple designs, complementing the visual feedback of the display of multiple designs.

5. IMPLEMENTATION
DON is implemented with the Automated Reasoning Tool (Inference Corp.) [11] on workstations (Sun Microsystems). The final designs from DON can be read into the Devguide [22], an interactive UI design tool, for further refinement. The presentation design representation is generic in that additional implementation models [14] can be developed that will translate it into different toolkits.

Figure 11  Automatically generated multiple designs, shown by the design browser.

6. SUMMARY
DON represents a step forward in UI development tools. It shows how we can provide high-level control and expert assistance in the UI presentation design process. These capabilities assist a designer in generating UI designs and provide easy ways for a designer to specify constraints. DON applies graphic design principles in the dialog box layout process, and uses evaluation metrics to improve visual clarity, consistency, and aesthetic appearance.

Work can be done to refine the layout rules to use more semantic information. We are exploring combining shape and size analysis with more extensive analysis of parameter relationships, such as parameter sequencing and dependencies. Visual attribute analysis can be combined with interaction object type analysis to place similar types next to each other when there are no substantial differences in the shape and size.

To enhance DON's usability, we can develop more visual tools based on the framework, such as a graphical tool that allows a designer to view the layout in progress, and to interact directly with the dialog box tree nodes to specify constraints.

The knowledge-based framework developed can be used as the basis for integrating top-down and bottom-up approaches to UI design. By sharing representation of various stages of UI
design, rules can facilitate mapping from either direction. To build a true link from DON, which is a top-down iterative design tool, to the interactive UI builders, we must capture the reasons for modifications made by the designer and incorporate them back into a set of the layout rules for use during future designs.
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